
EDUCATION

 “I’m fine”, is the word we hear from almost everyone when we ask about their well being. 
We see everyone happy, smiling and having a good time. But deep within we all know that 
the happy moments we share in our social websites are not the only part of our daily lives. 
Every day, everyone does have that part of time where one isn’t happy. Job, bills, rents, 
relationships are some of those things that makes us mad at times even though we may 
not share it to everyone. The fact that everyone is under so much pressure/tension with 
their life cannot be hidden. As said “The one who smiles the most may be the one suffering 
the most”. Fighting with all these problems with a fake smile is courageous but not always 
the end to the problem. It’s high time that we learn to be ourselves and give up those fake 
smiles and start being really happy, content and blissful.
Yes, all of us do have our own little problems which may be irrelevant to others, but those 
are the things that give us our sleepless nights and a wet pillow at times. The nag, the 
unsolved puzzle of the problem is there in every one of us. The fierce competitions starting 
from school and colleges to our respective professional field have crossed its limit. Even to 
those who have dared to follow their dreams and passion as a profession, the dare to be 
the best in their respective field is ON!
We are now living in the era of “Compare, Copy and Paste”! Information on the internet 
has become our ultimate truth and the “Copy – Paste” process has become so much of 
a nuisance that there are now institutions for safe guarding the personal creativity and 
innovativeness. We have stopped using the greatest gift of God, the power of discrimina-
tion. We are the only race in this world to have this great power and all this time we’ve 
been using it in the wrong way to define good and bad. To me there’s no good or bad in 
this world. Each and every being on this planet is here with a purpose and all are good. 
The correct use of this power of discrimination was to choose our way between the path of 
right action or wrong action! Good actions with good consequences and bad actions with 
bad consequences were made for us to realise the value of goodness. We certainly have 
blindfolded ourselves and have come a long way, so far, in the opposite way! Putting the 
blame on others and above all to the Creator himself for the bad consequences has now 
been our daily chore.
I personally find it ironical and sarcastic when we say to ourselves that we have evolved 
ourselves so much forward. I don’t quite agree to this. Yes, we do have come a long way 
but not sure in the correct direction! There is a need to ask the question, for what have 
we evolved? Have we evolved to build machines that kills, destruct, harm and threaten 
the nature our very own home? Have we evolved to make barriers, segregate, categorise 
and differentiate one from the other? Have we evolved so far that the time has come to 
fake our smile, lie to ourselves and say that we are perfectly fine and happy? The very 
moment our forefathers picked a stone to hunt and store things for oneself; we started our 
evolution in the wrong direction, the direction towards selfishness, greed and ego. Till now 
we’ve been fighting for peace. Personally I think once we stop this fighting, then by default 
we should be at peace. We should stop finding peace outside and start our journey towards 
the inner peace.
There was a post in social network site that I came upon which said “We cut trees, make 
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paper and then write on it SAVE PAPER”!!! It is something that many of us take it as a 
light hearted joke but the real funny thing is that we aren’t ready to accept the fact. In 
the name or progress, development and to be called the superior race we know not how 
much have we have degraded ourselves to harm the place we live in and most importantly 
lied to ourselves so much so that real happiness are only dreamt of and seen in movies 
ironically grouped in the genre of Fantasy! Self-satisfaction, contentment, inner peace and 
the ultimate bliss are now limited to holy books and spiritual speeches. We have stopped 
appreciating what’s good in others and are always on the run to find that one black dot. 
Judgement, criticism and evaluation should be done to oneself for the personal progress 
and not onto others. Our lifestyle has changed so much that there’s no one here who 
doesn’t long for a weekend, a break or a holiday to celebrate freedom.
Government lie in the name of confidentiality, public security and for the greater good, 
media lie for personal benefits and we lie according to our own will to befit a situation as 
we want. We are so busy running in this never ending race that we don’t even have time to 
contemplate on our actions. We are here running every single moment of our lives craving 
for more to ourselves and forget the rest. Yes, some of us do have managed to horde so 
much that there is everything outside and nothing within.
Let me narrate an incidence which occurred on one of my train journeys. It was a cold 
wintry night of 2015 at New Delhi Railway Station. I was there in the platform with my 
friend waiting for our train, holding tight to our luggage with a fear of losing it in the 
crowded mess. We were struggling to keep our small space in the bench for ourselves in 
that great commotion. There, in the middle of all these hustle and bustle lay a man in rags 
with a bundle of torn clothes for his pillow, some plastic sheets, a dirty bed sheet, a mug 
and a bowl…so much so for the belongings that he had earned in his lifetime. At the very 
first look it seemed like the man was going through a miserable period of his life. But then 
the next moment what he did shook me so hard that the deed is still vivid to me till date. 
He took one of his plastic sheets on which he was resting and offered to the unknown pas-
sengers to sit and rest saying “Take these and sit, I have plenty”. The passenger was taken 
aback, thanked the old man and sat beside him. That sparkling eye and a golden smile in 
his face on the pleasure of giving and sharing was one of the answers to the quest for my 
inner peace and real happiness.
All our lifetime we toil, sweat and bleed to earn and spend it for a momentary pleasure. We 
spent in crores for a wedding party to feed those obese while the rest of the country goes 
hungry to sleep. Decorating the altar with gold and silver to please God for happiness and 
peace in return is never going to happen; instead it brings us more insecurity and tension. 
Many a times we do come upon the saying “Service to mankind is service to God”, but it 
bounces away from us before it embraces our heart and soul.
With so much of competition and comparison going around, all of us are in our own world 
with a grim mask on our face running towards that never ending road until a day comes 
when we are too old and crippled when we realise that all these worldly pursuit wasn’t the 
pursuit of happiness we have been trying to seek so far. For the sake of that imaginary 
big picture we tend to overlook the little joys and moments not knowing that these small 
things are the ones that make up the big picture together.
“Better late than Never”, we still do have this opportunity to transform ourselves and head 
in the right direction. It’s high time we realise the fact that we are all one and start the 
search for true happiness within. Hope this New Year brings us love, a new beginning, a 
new perspective, a true vision to realize who we really are and what we really seek.
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